Abstract: A diagnosis points at a set of components whose abnormal behavior could explain why a system does not function as intended, and a set of diagnoses points at different such sets of components. It would be an advantage for repair technicians if it, as a complement to the diagnoses, was possible to exactly state which components that certainly are faulty, which that are only suspected to be faulty, and which that are normal, i.e. to state the components' fault statuses. There would also be an advantage if the technicians could get an indication when a component's fault status cannot be changed by evaluating additional diagnostic tests, and the fault status is in that case said to be ready. The key contributions in the present paper are conditions that can be used to decide a component's fault status and the fault status' readiness. Conditions are stated for both centralized and distributed systems.
INTRODUCTION
In AI, the dominant methodology for fault isolation has been so called consistency based diagnosis, which has strong relationships with the methods for fault isolation used in FDI [1] , [2] , [3] . A consistency based diagnosis points at a set of components whose abnormal behavior could explain why a system does not function as intended, and a set of diagnoses points at different such sets of components. It would be an advantage, especially for repair technicians, if it as a complement to the diagnoses was possible to exactly state which components that certainly are faulty, which that are only suspected to be faulty, and which that are normal. This is here denoted a component's fault status or in short a component's status. In diagnostic systems designed as sets of precomputed diagnostic tests there would also be an advantage if the technicians could get an indication when a component's status cannot be changed by evaluating additional diagnostic tests, and the status is in that case said to be ready.
The key contributions of this paper are conditions that can be used to decide a component's status and the status' readiness. The conditions are used to state, for each component, a tuple c, s, r where c is the component, s is the status, i.e. faulty, suspected, or normal, and r is ready or not-ready.
Our work has been motivated by the diagnostic systems used in automotive vehicles [4] . These systems typically store a diagnostic trouble code (DTC) when a component is found to be faulty. In the first generations of diagnostic systems, each diagnostic test checked exactly one component for faulty behavior. The DTCs could therefore be used to state exactly which components that where faulty and which that where normal.
Due to higher demands on diagnosis, such as reduced emission levels [5] , the industry has introduced diagnostic tests that check the correct behavior of several components at the same time, denoted multi-component or plausibility tests. These multi-component tests are for example based on analytical redundancy relations (ARR) [1] . These more general tests come into conflict with the diagnostic framework based on single component tests that has previously been used in automotive vehicles. A question that has to be answered is: When and how should a DTC be set when multi-component tests are used? We propose that a DTC should be set for a component when the component's status is faulty or suspected, and that the tuple c, s, r , described above, should be included in the DTC. If a component's status is not ready then it would be an advantage to know which tests whose evaluation would lead the status to ready. This is especially true when not all tests can be evaluated directly due to for example limited processing power. A contribution of this paper is conditions that can be used to calculate which tests that are meaningful to evaluate.
A trend in most automotive vehicles is the inclusion of multiple electronic control units (ECUs), generally denoted agents [6] , that communicate over a network [7] , [8] . There might in these distributed systems exist diagnostic tests in one agent that checks components that belong to another agent. This is for example the result when there is exchange of information such as sensor values, actuator values, or calculated values. A contribution of this paper is that a component's status of faulty, suspected, and normal and the status' readiness is extended to distributed systems.
CONSISTENCY BASED DIAGNOSIS
A system consists of a set of components C, which should be supervised by the diagnostic system implemented in a set of agents. A component is something that can be diagnosed. This not only includes components directly connected to the agents, such as sensors and actuators, but it also includes components shared between the agents, e.g. cables and pipes.
To reduce the complexity of the diagnostic system, it is sometimes preferable to only consider the abnormal AB and the not abnormal ¬AB mode, where the AB mode does not have a model. This means that the minimal diagnosis hypothesis is fulfilled [9] , and therefore the notation in for example GDE will be employed [10] . It will here be studied how the components status and the status' readiness will be defined and their properties analyzed under the minimal diagnosis hypothesis.
A diagnosis is a set of components D ⊆ C, such that the components' abnormal behaviors, the remaining components' normal behaviors, the system description, and the observations are consistent. Since the minimal diagnosis hypothesis is fulfilled and D is a diagnosis, all supersets of D are also diagnoses. Further, a diagnosis D ′ is a minimal diagnosis if there is no proper subset D ⊂ D ′ where D is a diagnosis [9] . An evaluation of a diagnostic test results in a conflict if some components, checked by the test, have been found to behave abnormal. A conflict is a set of components π ⊆ C, such that the components' normal behaviors, the system description, and the observations are inconsistent. A set D ⊆ C is a diagnosis if and only if it has a nonempty intersection with every conflict in a set of conflicts. A consequence of this is that the set of minimal diagnoses is exactly determined by the set of minimal conflicts [9] .
A single-component diagnostic test generates a conflict π = {c} if it detects that component c behaves abnormal. A more general multi-component test will generate a conflict π ⊆ C if it detects that any component in π behaves abnormal. If no abnormal behavior is detected then a test does not generate any conflict.
MULTI-COMPONENT TESTS, COMPONENT STATUS, AND STATUS' READINESS
This section will focus on centralized diagnostic systems, while Section 5 will focus on distributed systems, described in Section 4. Here, the status of a component will first be explored in Section 3.1, and this will then be used when readiness is discussed in Section 3.2.
Component Status: Faulty, Suspected, and Normal
The following definitions states when a component's status is faulty, suspected, and when it is normal. Definition 2. Let D be the set of minimal diagnoses. The status of component c is suspected if and only if 
The status of component A is faulty, and the status of B and C are suspected. The rest of the components' statuses, i.e. D and E, are normal. ⋄
Component Status Related to Conflicts
The status of faulty, suspected, and normal where defined in Section 3.1 with respect to the set of minimal diagnoses. This requires that the set of minimal diagnoses has been computed from the set of conflicts. To reduce the need to compute the minimal diagnoses, there would be an advantage if it instead was possible to decide the status of a component based on the set of conflicts themselves.
The following three propositions give such relations between the conflicts and the status of faulty, suspected, and normal. The proofs follow directly from the definitions in Section 3.1.
In summary: Definition 1, 2, and 3, alternatively the conditions in Proposition 1, 2, and 3 can be used to decide if a component's status is faulty, suspected, or normal.
The Status' Readiness
If only single-component diagnostic tests, i.e. conflicts with only one component, are used, then a component's status is ready if the diagnostic test that checks the component has been evaluated. In the general case where multi-component tests are used, there does not exist such a simple relationship between when a test is finished and when the status is ready.
When discussing readiness, the set D is the set of minimal diagnoses consistent with the present minimal conflicts Π. The set of non-finished tests could in the future give the set of conflicts Π f . LetΠ ⊆ Π f be a set of conflicts, and let the setD be the set of possibly future minimal diagnoses consistent with the set of conflicts Π ∪Π. The readiness of a component is defined with respect to the diagnoses, and in a similar manner as in Section 3.1.1, it is possible to instead calculate the readiness from the conflicts. For faulty, the following simple relation holds. Proof. There exists a conflict π = {c} since the status of c is faulty, Proposition 1, and since π is always a minimal conflict, the status is always faulty, and the status of c is therefore ready.
2 The proposition shows that the definition of readiness follows the intuitive meaning of faulty, i.e. if a status is faulty, then it cannot in the future be not faulty.
There are not such a direct relationship between status for normal and suspected and readiness, as shown by the following two propositions.
Proposition 5. Let Π be the set of present minimal conflicts, let Π f be the set of all possible future conflicts, and letΠ ⊆ Π f . Let the status of component c be suspected, then the status of c is ready if and only if
Proof. The status of c is ready if and only if its status is neither normal nor faulty for allΠ. The status is not faulty exactly when (1a), Proposition 1. From Proposition 3 and considering minimal conflicts it follows that the status is not normal exactly when (1b). Since the status cannot be normal and not faulty for all future diagnoses it is suspected, and the status is ready.
2 Even though it might at first seem difficult, due to the inclusion of the existential quantification, to use the proposition above, it is in fact straightforward to construct an algorithm that test an equation such as (2) . More about this in Section 3.4.
Example 2. Consider Example 1 where the set of conflicts is {{A}, {B, C}}, and the set of possible future conflicts is {{C}, {B, D}}. the status of components B and C are suspected. For the future conflict {C} and for the present conflict {B, C} B / ∈ {C} ∧ {C} ⊂ {B, C} → T rue and it follows from Proposition 5 that the status of B is not ready. The status of C is also not ready since there exist a future conflict π = {C}. ⋄ Proposition 6. Let Π be a set of present minimal conflicts, and let Π f be the set of all possible future conflicts. Let the status of component c be normal, then the status is ready if and only if
Proof
and the readiness follows from Proposition 6. The status of E on the other hand is ready since there does not exist any future conflict π where E ∈ π. ⋄ In summary: The conditions in Proposition 4, 5, and 6 can be used to decide if a component's status is ready.
Diagnostic Tests that Results in Ready Status
One of the objectives for a diagnostic system is to achieve readiness for a component's status and the problem of which diagnostic tests to evaluate to achieve readiness will here be studied locally for one component. A first goal is to find which tests that are meaningful to evaluate, i.e. that can change the status, and which that are not meaningful. Within the set of meaningful tests, it is then interesting to find in which order that these tests should be evaluated such that readiness is reached as fast as possible.
Meaningful Diagnostic Tests
The propositions in Section 3.1.1 can be used to decide which of the non-finished tests that should be evaluated such that readiness is achieved for a component's status. 
Proof. Proposition 5 gives both some tests that are meaningful in themselves, and sets of conflicts that only are meaningful if all tests in the set are evaluated. Equation (1a) corresponds to (3a) and (1b) to (3b). 2 A conflict in a set in (3a) changes the suspected status to faulty, while a set of conflicts in (3b) changes the suspected status to normal.
Proposition 9.
Let the status of component c be normal, then the sets of meaningful tests are the sets that corresponds to sets of conflicts
Proof. Proposition 3 gives (4). 2
Ordering Among Meaningful Tests
After the collection of sets of meaningful tests has been found, it would be interesting to know in which order the sets of tests should be evaluated such that readiness is achieved as fast as possible. If the diagnostic system is interested in a component c for which it exists a test with a conflict π = {c}, then this test should probably be evaluated first, since this leads to faulty status and status' readiness. If the status for component c is suspected, then the ordering depends on if it is most important to find that the status is faulty or if it is most important to return the status to normal. If faulty is prioritized, then evaluate those tests that fastest leads to faulty, i.e. tests corresponding to the conflicts in the set (3a). If the normal status is prioritized, then evaluate tests that correspond to the conflicts in (3b).
Calculation of the Tuples for all Components
In the introduction it was stated that, for each component, a tuple was wanted that included the status of the component and if the status is ready or not. Using Algorithm 1, which is designed by straightforward application of the propositions, Theorem 1 gives such a tuple for each component. In the algorithm, X C denotes the complement set of X with respect to the set C, R is the set of components whose status is ready, and F, S, and N, are the sets of components whose statuses are faulty, suspected, and normal, respectively. Theorem 1. Let Π be the set of present minimal conflicts and Π f the set of possible future conflicts. Let the result from Algorithm 1 be T , then for each tuple c, s, r ∈ T the status for component c is s ∈ {faulty, suspected, normal} and the status is r ∈ {ready, not-ready}.
Algorithm 1 Fault status and status' readiness

Input:
The set of present minimal conflicts Π and the set of possible future conflicts Π f . Output: The set of tuples T .
1:
Proof. The correctness of F, S, and N follows from Proposition 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The setsS 1 ,S 2 , andN corresponds (1a), (1b), and (2), respectively, in Proposition 5 and 6. R is therefore the set of components whose statuses are ready. The output T is therefore correct. 2
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
First, distributed systems will be exemplified and a framework for distributed systems presented, then the status of faulty, normal, and suspected, and the status' readiness, are extended to distributed systems. Figure 1 shows a configuration of the distributed system used in the current Scania heavy-duty vehicles. It includes three separate CAN (controller area network) buses, which are connected to the coordinator ECU. Each of the ECUs is further connected to sensors and actuators, and both sensor values and control signals can be shared with the other ECUs over the network. There are between 20 and 30 ECUs in the system, depending on the type of the truck, and between 4 and 110 components are connected to each ECU.
An Example of a Distributed System
Framework for Distributed Diagnosis
A system consists of a set of components C, which should be supervised by the diagnostic systems implemented in a set of agents A. A local diagnosis is determined by the conflicts in a single agent, while a global diagnosis is determined by all agents' conflicts. Figure 2 shows a typical layout of agents and components. The system consists of two agents, a network, and four sensor components, i.e. S 1 to S 4 . The sensors S 1 and S 2 are physically connected to agent A 1 , while the sensors S 3 and S 4 are connected to A 2 . The diagnostic tests check the consistent behavior of the sensors, which are connected with dashed lines. The diagnostic test in agent A 1 collects the value of sensor S 3 over the network, and use this to check the consistency of the sensors S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 . ⋄ Figure 2 . A typical agent, network, component, and diagnostic test layout.
STATUS AND STATUS' READINESS EXTENDED TO DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
A component's status and the status' readiness, which were defined and characterized in Section 3, will here be extended to distributed systems.
Locally and Globally Fault Status
Let Π A bet the set of minimal conflicts detected in agent A ∈ A, and let D A be the set of local minimal diagnoses determined by the set of minimal conflicts Π A . Further, let D the set of minimal global diagnoses determined by the set of conflicts ∪ A∈A Π A . A component's status can, in a distributed system, be divided into two different levels, the global and the local. The GS and the LS of component c is either normal, suspected, or faulty, i.e. exhaustive. The GS has a simple relation to the LS in some agent where the LS is faulty. Proof. The GS of component c is faulty if and only if there exist a conflict π = {c}, and such a conflict exists if and only if the LS of c is faulty for some agent, Proposition 1.
2 The proposition shows that the definition of globally faulty follows the intuitive meaning of faulty. If the LS of a component is faulty, then its GS must also be faulty. The relation between GS suspected and the local status is not so simple.
Proposition 11. The GS of component c is suspected if and only if
Proof. The GS of component c is suspected if and only if there exist a minimal conflict π such that c ∈ π and the LS of c is not faulty for any agent, i.e. (5a). For an agent e where the LS of c is suspected, i.e. (5b), there exists a minimal conflict π, considering the set of conflicts ∪ A∈A Π A , such that c ∈ π exactly when (5c). From this follows that the GS of c is suspected.
2 An implication of Proposition 11 is that the GS of c is suspected if the LS is suspected for all agents and only if the LS is suspected for some agent. The relation between GS normal and the LS is shown by the following proposition.
Proposition 12. The GS of component c is normal if and only if
Proof. The GS of component c is normal if and only if c is not included in any minimal conflict, Proposition 3. The LS is therefore normal, i.e. (6a), or suspected, i.e. (6b), for all agents. In an agent A where the LS is suspected, the conflicts including c will be non-minimal considering the complete set of minimal conflicts exactly when (6c). Therefore c is not included in any minimal conflict in the complete set of minimal conflicts, i.e. the GS of c is normal.
2 An implication of Proposition 12 is that the GS of component c is normal if the LS is normal for all agents. Proposition 10 gives that the GS of A is faulty since there exist a LS where A is faulty. The GS of B is normal since the LS of B is normal in A 2 , i.e. (6a), and it is both suspected in A 1 , i.e. (6b), and there exist no conflict π ∈ Π A 1 such that {A} ⊂ π, i.e. (6c). The GS of C and D is suspected since they are suspected in A 2 and the conflict {A, B} ⊂ {C, D}. The set of global diagnoses is D = {{A, C}, {A, D}}, which verifies the statuses. ⋄
In summary: The conditions in Propositions 10, 11, and 12 can be used to decide if a components GS is faulty, suspected, or normal.
Global and Local Readiness
The definition of readiness in Section 3 is here extended to global and local readiness. Since components might be shared between agents, a component might be locally ready even though it is not globally ready, and vice versa. The relations between globally ready and locally ready are shown by the three propositions below.
The strong relationship between the faulty status and status' readiness shown in Proposition 4 also holds for global readiness, as shown by the following proposition.
Proposition 13. Let the GS of component c be faulty, then it is globally ready.
Proof. If the GS of c is faulty, then the LS of c is faulty for some agent and it is therefore locally ready for some agent, Proposition 4. Since it is locally ready, the LS is faulty for all future diagnoses and therefore the GS is also faulty for all future diagnoses, i.e. it is globally ready.
2 The relationship between global readiness and the GS is not as simple when the GS is suspected or normal as is shown by the following two propositions. Proposition 14. Let the GS of component c be suspected, then it is globally ready if and only if
Proof. The GS of component c is suspected and globally ready if and only if the GS is neither faulty nor normal for any future conflicts. It is not faulty exactly when (7a), Proposition 10. The GS is normal exactly when (7b), Proposition 12. Therefore c is globally ready if and only if (7) is fulfilled. Proposition 11, which is equivalent with (8) . Therefore c is globally ready if and only if (8) is fulfilled. 2 In summary: The conditions in Propositions 13, 14, and 15 can be used to decide if a components GS is ready.
Test to Achieve Readiness
The set of meaningful tests can be calculated by following the same procedure as was done in Section 3.3.
CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by applications used in automotive vehicles, a component's status has been defined as faulty, suspected, or normal. Also defined is the status' readiness, i.e. when the evaluating of additional diagnostic tests could not change the status. Conditions useful for calculating the set of diagnostic tests that has to be evaluated to reach readiness of a component's status was stated exactly. Necessary and sufficient conditions to determine the status and the status' readiness have been derived. A result of the analysis is that a component's status can be faulty if and only if there exist a diagnostic test that only detects a fault in that specific component. A consequence of this is that the status of a component that only is included in multi-component tests, based on for example ARR's, can never become faulty, only suspected. From the derived conditions, it was straightforward to construct an algorithm that computes the status and the status' readiness for all components. The output of the algorithm is a set of tuples, where a tuple c, s, r states the status s and the status' readiness r for a component c. The results for centralized systems were extended to distributed systems.
